MARYLAND
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
OFFICE OF HEALTH CARE QUALITY
LABORATORIES AND TISSUE BANKS
7120 SAMUEL MORSE DRIVE FL 2
COLUMBIA, MARYLAND 21046-3422

MEDICAL LABORATORY PERMIT
NON - EXPIRING

NUMBER: 471  EFFECTIVE PERIOD: 06/15/2023

Pursuant to the provisions of TITLE 17, subtitle 2, Health-General Article § 17-201 et seq.,
Annotated Code of Maryland, this permit is issued to:

JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICAL LABORATORIES
600 NORTH WOLFE STREET, CARNEGIE 437
Baltimore, MD 21287
Director: Dr AARON TOBIAN
Owner: JOHNS HOPKINS

For the performance of Medical Laboratory Tests in the following disciplines:

Immunology:
General Immunology

Chemistry:
Routine, Toxicology: Therapeutic

Molecular Biology:
PCR Amplifications

Genetics:
Molecular

Pathology:
Histopathology

CONTROL: 83869

Falsification of a license shall subject the perpetrator to criminal prosecution and the imposition of civil fines.